CREASE EDGE OR CUT EDGE OF CARTON

PharmaBraille

Check your artwork meets Pharmaceutical Braille standards.
Import and place this template on a separate layer of the digital artwork as a check for spacing and positioning, or print onto acetate/ transparent film to physically check the braille text on printed artwork and finished cartons, leaflets and labels.
PharmaBraille fonts were designed to the Marburg Medium Specification for Pharmaceutical Braille, so all you have to do to comply with Pharmaceutical Braille spacing specification is set the font with a font size of 10mm and leading (line spacing) of 10mm (100%). Most graphics programs will translate this into a point size of 28.346pt and leading of 28.346pt—some will not—please confirm the sizing is correct on your artwork. Check that there is no extra tracking or word spacing and the text is left aligned to ensure that the horizontal spacing is correct.
Please check your artwork carefully to ensure that the Braille is sized and spaced correctly. Confirm that it conforms to the Marburg Medium specification by placing this template grid over your artwork.

Help and the latest Braille font information can be found at pharmabraille.com